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ABSTRACT

In recent years, many programming models, software libraries, and middleware have appeared for processing large graphs of various forms. However, there exists a significant usability gap between the graph analysis scientists, and High Performance Computing (HPC) application programmers due to the complexity of HPC graph analysis software. In this paper we provide a basic view of Exedra, a domain-specific language (DSL) for large graph analysis in which we aim to eliminate the aforementioned complexities. Exedra consists of high level graph constructs for specifying different graph analysis tasks on distributed environments. We implemented Exedra DSL on a scalable graph analysis platform called Dipper. Dipper uses Igraph/R interface for creating graph analysis workflows which in turn gets translated to Exedra statements. Exedra statements are interpreted by Dipper interpreter, and gets mapped to user specified libraries/middleware. Exedra DSL allows for synthesis of graph algorithms that are more efficient compared to bare use of graph libraries while maintaining a standard interface that could use even future graph analysis software. We evaluated Exedra's feasibility for expressing graph analysis tasks by running Dipper on a cluster of four nodes. We observed that Dipper has the ability of reducing the time taken for graph analysis when the workflow was distributed on all four nodes despite the communication, and data format conversion overhead of the Dipper framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, areas such as social network analysis, web mining, cyber security, etc. have found applications that require processing large graphs with billions of vertices, and billions of edges. These applications require enormous computational power, and resources which makes them harder to run on single computer. For example, finding the PageRank [26] of a large web graph, finding communities, path traversal, etc. have higher orders of time complexities. Relational databases are less effective in implementing such graph analysis [36]. Special classes of software have emerged to process these data on distributed computing infrastructures such as clusters, and super computers. Pegasus [18], Pregel [24], GBase [17], Trinity [32], Hama [31], Giraph [13], HipG [20], PBGL [14], ScaleGraph [10], KDT [23], etc. are few examples for the large body of research on design and implementation of graph analysis middleware and software platforms targeted for large graph analysis in high performance computing systems. These software provide means for modeling large graphs and allow conducting analysis on them.

Exascale systems [11] which are expected to appear in the time frame 2018-2020 will revolutionize data analysis technologies. However, programming on such Exascale systems will have to operate on a diverse range of hardware such as multi-core processors, hardware accelerators, etc. Furthermore, massive levels of parallelism, increase in system faults, and complex, multi-component software environment are major challenges the Exascale applications will face. There are different path ways for implementing data processing systems in Exascale environments. First such method is use of a standard general purpose programming paradigm and adapt it to different architectures. E.g., MPI is widely used programming model for programming parallel systems. Therefore, we can either emulate MPI and different devices or combine MPI with device specific languages to create graph data processing applications. In the same way we can use novel general purpose parallel programming languages such as PGAS languages (UPC [12], X10 [4], Chapel
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[3], etc.) to program data analysis tasks on Exascale systems.

However, a major drawback associated with the aforementioned approaches is that each one of them have their own solution. User must be veteran of the general purpose language rather than the application he/she is interested of. We need unified means of doing large graph processing in future Exascale systems that will enable broad scientific community to leverage the benefits of Exascale. Our approach for programming large graph analysis on Exascale environments (which is currently less studied) is Domain-specific languages [25]. Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are programming languages tailored to a specific application domain, and they represent majority of the programming languages. They exploit domain knowledge for productivity and efficiency. Use of DSLs offer substantial gains in expressiveness and ease of use compared with general-purpose programming languages used for graph analysis.

We introduce Exedra: a domain-specific language for conducting large graph analysis on future exascale systems. Unlike current DSLs for graph analysis our focus is to create a complete DSL for specifying graph analysis workflows. Through Exedra we define a complete language for specifying graph representation, and analytics. We apply this language to a graph processing platform that we developed called Dipper. Dipper allows for specifying large graph analysis tasks using R [28] which is a programming language for statistical computing. Dipper extends the famous Igraph [6] graph analysis package for specifying the large graph analysis tasks. Users can run graph analysis tasks using their familiar Igraph/R [33][6] interface which gets translated to Exedra statements by Dipper. These statements are interpreted by the Exedra interpreter and they get mapped to the underlying high performance libraries.

Our contributions in this paper can be listed as follows,

- **Exedra**: We introduce the design of a domain-specific language for programming Exascale graph analysis tasks.
- **Dipper**: We implement Exedra DSL on an experimental graph analysis platform by extending the famous Igraph/R interface.
- **Performance Evaluation**: We report a preliminary performance evaluation of our approach by conducting graph analysis tasks using Dipper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide related work for Exedra and Dipper. Next, we describe the language syntax and the design decisions that we took while devising the Exedra in Section 3. We describe the design and implementation of Dipper in Section 4. Then in Section 5 we make a preliminary evaluation of the performance of Dipper platform. We discuss the results we obtained by implementing Dipper in Section 6. We conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

Exedra provides a unique programming interface for large graph analysis with the emphasize on programmer productivity. It descends from large graph analysis software on High Performance Computing (HPC) environments yet significantly deviates from the current approaches. Several other research have been conducted on creating DSLs for graph analysis, and increasing graph analysis productivity. Yet we believe we are the first to introduce a DSL for creating unified large graph analysis workflows to increase graph analyst’s productivity targeting Exascale systems.

Green-Mari is a DSL designed specifically for graph analysis algorithms [16]. Compared to Exedra which is an interpreted language, Green-Mari is a compiled language. Green-Mari code gets compiled to C++ code while Exedra statements are directed to the underlying library/middleware. Furthermore, graph data structures in Green-Mari are immutable. Yet, in Exedra graph’s content can be changed during execution. Currently Green-Mari does not cover broad set of analytics such as clustering, community detection, etc. which are available in Exedra.

We adapt similar syntax to Igraph/R [6][33] package when creating Exedra DSL. Igraph is written in C and we use Igraph/R to denote its R interface [33]. The main reason for this design decision was due to the fact that Igraph/R package is currently widely used by the community of complex network analysts and it would be easier for domain experts to utilize the same syntax when they work with Exedra. However, there are limitations for the Igraph/R grammar such as specification of graph traversal operations that we address in Exedra.

Gremlin [30][15][29] and SPARQL [34] are two examples for DSLs that can be used for specifying graph analysis tasks. Gremlin is a graph traversal language and is completely oriented toward specifying queries over graph data. Yet, Gremlin does not have constructs to express specific algorithms such as degree distribution calculation, graph clustering, pattern matching, etc. Exedra improves over Gremlin in this aspect which we believe is very important for allowing users to specify a variety of graph analysis algorithms. SPARQL on the other hand is the norm for accessing RDF graphs. Yet it also lacks the support for expressing graph analysis algorithms. SPARQL’s syntax is closer to SQL while Exedra adopts R syntax used in Igraph/R package.

Knowledge Discovery Toolbox (KDT) is graph analysis library written in Python which aims for high level exploratory graph analytics by domain experts and lower level specification of graph operations by the developers of graph analytics [23]. KDT is built on top of the CombinatorialBLAS [1] which is a C++ library for combinatorial computational kernels. Current version of KDT is interfacing only CombinatorialBLAS, and it has not been extended for other back ends. Hence KDT can only utilize the computational functions offered by Combinatorial BLAS.

Neptune is a DSL based on Ruby programming language which automates configuration and deployment of scientific software frameworks over disparate cloud computing systems [2]. Neptune integrates support for MPI, MapReduce, Unified Parallel C (UPC) [5], X10 [4], etc. Neptune is closely related to Exedra, however Exedra’s focus is in only on large graphs.

Das et al. created Ricardo [7] a data analysis platform which allows analysts to work on huge data sets using R language. Yet, Ricardo does only integration of R with Hadoop.
Dipper integrates multiple programming libraries/middleware for large graph analytics.

ScaleGraph is an X10 library for billion scale graph analytics [10][9]. The library is completely written in X10 which is a programming language developed by IBM Research with the goal of simplifying the programming model in a way that increases the programming productivity for future Extreme scale systems. Compared to ScaleGraph, Exedra is a higher level graph analytics platform which aims for unifying graph analysis activities.

Kennedy et al. described a strategy called Telescoping languages [19] where they developed a framework for automatic generation of optimizing compilers for new domain-specific languages. They generate a library aware optimizer which uses the information gathered during preprocessing to carry out fast an effective optimization of high level scripts. Different from them our focus is only on one single domain-specific language. However, we do a library aware optimization a similarity that we share with their approach.

A summary of graph analysis software described in this section is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: A summary of graph analysis software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Supports Distributed Processing?</th>
<th>Muttable Graph Data Structure?</th>
<th>Interpreted?</th>
<th>Graph analysis library?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Igraph</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScalaGraph</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARQL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gremlin</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green-Marl</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exedra</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. EXEDRA DOMAIN-SPECIFIC LANGUAGE

As mentioned earlier, Exedra is a domain-specific language for large graph analysis. We designed the language following data flow paradigm. Exedra is an interpreted language similar to several related domain-specific languages such as R, Gremlin, etc. We also made an important design decision that to follow the Igraph/R syntax as mentioned previously. Exedra has language constructs for defining computation compartments. Computations are conducted on different compartments that makes a data flow path. A compartment is an independent block of computation. It can either receive data from another compartment or instantiate data from itself. After processing the data the compartment hands over the data to another compartment in the flow graph.

Figure 1 shows some examples for codes written in Exedra depicting the language's core language constructs. An Exedra program consists of one or more compartments. Every Exedra compartment starts with `exedra:begin`, and ends with `exedra:end`, thus the simplest program is of the form Figure 1(a). User can pass parameters to a compartment.

Figure 1: Example Exedra code segments.

One of the most important parameter is medium. The medium is the library/middleware that the Exedra compartment runs on. Currently we implemented support for ScaleGraph, KDT, and R mediums. While ScaleGraph, and KDT are large graph processing libraries, we provide R language also as a medium in Exedra since non-graph computations can be specified in R. Furthermore, if a compartment has been marked with execution medium as R, its contents are not interpreted by Exedra interpreter, rather directed to R interpreter directly.

If any parameter has not been provided (as in the case with compartments in Figure 1 (a) and (c)) the default medium’s language configured with Exedra interpreter is used as the language of interpreted output.

Furthermore, variables in Exedra have an associated type. For example, the variable g in Figure 1 (c) is of type `Graph`. The language has support for `Graph`, `Array`, `Vec` (Vector), `String`, `Int` (Integer), `Float`, `Double`, Long types. Note that type system is only valid on non-R Exedra compartments. Comments on Exedra begins with `#` and Exedra supports only single line comments (see Figure 5).

If an Exedra program specifies more than one compartment (E.g., Figure 1 (d)) they are executed in sequential order. In Figure 1 (d), first the graph loading happens in ScaleGraph compartment. Once the ScaleGraph compartment finishes its execution, PageRank is calculated on KDT compartment. Such type of multiple compartments can be used to leverage several libraries/middleware to conduct a computation that cannot be conducted single handed on any of those software. For example in the scenario shown in Figure 1 (d), ScaleGraph is capable of loading EdgeList files while present version of KDT does not support such feature.

In this paper we describe two scenario workflows for graph analysis and how they can be represented in Exedra. The first scenario is privacy preservation of graphs and social networks [35]. In a social network an adversary can know any subgraph around a certain individual A [21]. If such a subgraph has been identified in the anonymized graph with high probability, user A has high identity disclosure risk. Liu et al. described a technique for minimally modifying the graph to protect the identity of each individual involved. In brief their technique involves two steps. First they construct an
anonymous degree sequence $d'$ for a given degree sequence $d$ of a graph $G$. Next, they use $d'$ to construct an anonymized graph $G'$ More details on their technique is available from [21]. We have coded the second step of this process as shown in Figure 2.

This involves three Exedra compartments. The first compartment loads the graph $G$ and calculates its degree sequence $d$. Next, the $R$ compartment creates the anonymized graph using the degree sequence $d$ (Note that for simplicity we choose the same degree sequence $d$ as the $d'$ anonymized sequence). Next, the data frame named `relation` constructed by the $R$ compartment is fed to the third compartment which constructs a ScaleGraph Graph instance. This is an example for an Exedra code that involves multiple compartments. Also, the second compartment does not involve processing any graph instances.

The second example scenario we have chosen is a Mini-workflow that was introduced by Lugowski et al. while introducing the KDT library [23]. The workflow is illustrated in Figure 4 which conducts spectral clustering on the giant component of a graph. How this workflow gets executed on Dipper is shown in Figure 3. The workflow first loads the graph of edge list format from disk. This is done in a ScaleGraph compartment because KDT does not support this feature currently. Next, the graph's largest connected component is calculated on a KDT compartment (Currently the largest connected component calculation is not supported in ScaleGraph). The largest connected component is sent to a ScaleGraph compartment to conduct spectral clustering which is not implemented in KDT yet. Finally, all the vertices of each cluster are contracted in a KDT compartment. The Exedra code for this workflow is shown in Figure 5.
4. THE DESIGN, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DIPPER

We have implemented a large graph processing platform called Dipper which uses Exedra as the language for programming graph analysis tasks. This infrastructure is written in C/C++. System architecture of Dipper is shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that even though Dipper accepts instructions given in Exedra, the end-user of the system writes the graph analysis computations in Igraph/R syntax.

Figure 6: System Architecture of Dipper.

We have developed an R extension (Exedra-R Plugin) by extending the Igraph/R package. Currently this extension converts a subset of the Igraph/R instructions to Exedra instructions (The remaining Igraph/R instructions are interpreted by the Igraph/R extension itself). The generated Exedra statements are fed to the Exedra Interpreter component. It consists of an Exedra parser written using popular ANTLR [27] parser generator. The Exedra parser identifies each available compartment on the Exedra program. It also checks in its Query Cache whether same query (i.e., the Exedra program) has been executed recently. If the same query has been executed recently, it will just reuse the program binaries available on Query Cache rather than moving to Dipper's code generation and compilation phases. If the query was not available in query cache the Exedra Interpreter proceeds to the code generation phase. In this phase, once the target medium is identified each statement in the program are translated to target medium's language (E.g., X10, Python, etc.) or operating instructions. Next, these instructions are added to predefined compartments by the Dipper Code Generator.

A compartment is a standalone software module that runs as an application of its target language. For example an X10 compartment is an X10 application. Compartment has server/client interface, and each compartment communicates with its parent (i.e., predecessor in a compartment chain), and its child (i.e., successor) using a custom protocol written over TCP/IP. The location of a compartment is determined by the Dipper Code Generator. The location where a compartment gets executed is determined during the code generation time.

Once the Dipper Code Generator's code generation phase completes we get a complete graph analysis workflow that is made out of different graph analysis software components. Next, the Dipper Compiler compiles this workflow using each compartment's target programming language. This step is needed only for compiled languages such as X10, C/C++, Java, etc. Once the complete workflow is ready to be executed, the Dipper Scheduler instantiates the compartments, and launches the workflow.

5. EVALUATION

We evaluated the performance of running a Dipper workflow, and also the performance of running a similar workflow in a single library. We chose the second scenario described in the Section 3 as the example workflow. Specifically we report the execution time for execution of the workflow shown on Figure 5, and also its KDT implementation. The KDT implementation's code is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: KDT version of the example scenario 2.

We use a compute cluster of 4 nodes each with Intel®Core™i7-2600K CPU @ 3.40GHz, 24 cores, 15GB RAM, 8KB L2 cache, 200GB hard drive to run both the Dipper workflow and the KDT workflow. Each node was installed with Linux
ContOS kernel 2.6.18, X10 version 2.2.2, and Python 2.7.1. We used KDT version 0.2 during the evaluation. All the four nodes were connected through 1 Gigabit Ethernet. We used the University of Florida’s sparse matrices during this evaluation [8]. The details of the graphs that were used are listed on Table 2. While we could have used larger graphs during this initial evaluation, we used the graphs mentioned in the Table 2 because the KDT implementation that we used has been evaluated using graphs of such scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>graph</th>
<th>vertices</th>
<th>edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bfwb398</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>2910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dw256A</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>2,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qh768</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>2,934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qh882</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>3354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qh1484</td>
<td>1484</td>
<td>6100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first half of the experiments were run on a single node. Our objective was to get an idea of how the performance varies for each experiment setup with different graph characteristics. The performance results are shown in Figures 8 and 9. Next, in the second step we distributed the Dipper compartments on to 4 different nodes (of the same specification described above). Each node had one Dipper compartment. However, this step could not be performed on KDT since the application was made to run on single node. The results of the second step are shown in Figure 10. All the results shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10 are three times average values.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the results in Figures 8 and 9 we saw that increase of the graph size increases the elapsed time of the analysis process. However, Dipper spent more time in completing the task because it had the overhead of format conversion. Furthermore, the workflow used Spectral clustering rather than the Markov clustering used in KDT. The distributed version of the experiment indicated that Dipper has the ability of reducing the time consumed for completing the process when distributed (Even though this involves additional network overhead during communication between compartments on different nodes). Note that we were not able to get results for dw256A graph in distributed environment due to an error thrown in KDT compartment.

There are several limitations for current Exedra Language, and the Dipper framework that we list down here. Current version of Exedra grammar is limited to graph reading, and graph analysis algorithms such as degree distribution calculation, clustering, largest component, etc. Current version of Exedra grammar does not support graph traversal operations. Furthermore, we have implemented compartments for ScaleGraph, and KDT libraries only which restricts us using other mediums. Despite the benefit that Exedra provides for constructing large graph analysis workflows, and distributing graph computations, communication between different compartments introduces an additional overhead of data format conversion. We are investigating on different approaches to minimize the overhead involved with format conversion. Furthermore, the current Dipper framework is not able to withstand the changes made to the libraries/middleware on which the compartments run on.
7. CONCLUSION

Mining valuable information from large graphs is essential in the era of Exascale which is predicted to appear in next five or seven years time period. However, most of the analysis, and mining of such large graph data organized as workflows need coordinated effort of several software components since it is hard to find a single library/middleware that provides all the features expected by users. This is because the rapid evolution of the field of large graph analysis, and the plethora of software written for this purpose have different applications. In this introductory paper we described Exe, a domain-specific language that we believe will provide a unique way of specifying large graph analysis workflows. The workflows get translated to the most appropriate middleware/library that it should get executed. This provides ability of constructing scalable graph analysis workflows that is not possible using single library or middleware.

Current Exe grammar has limited support for a variety of graph analysis tasks. We hope to implement such analysis processes in future versions of Exe grammar. Furthermore, we hope to support different other types of mediums such as Pegasus, Apache Giraph, GraphLab [22], PBGL, etc. in future. We also plan to conduct performance evaluation of Dipper framework with graph sizes of billions of scale. Moreover, we plan to conduct more rigorous comparison of our approach with existing other graph manipulation platforms.
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